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Asynchronous Current Mode Serial Communication
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Abstract—An asynchronous high-speed wave-pipelined bit-serial link for on-chip communication is presented as an alternative
to standard bit-parallel links. The link employs the differential
level encoded dual-rail (LEDR) two-phase asynchronous protocol,
avoiding per-bit handshake and eliminating per-bit synchronization, in contrast with synchronous serial links that rely on complex
clock recovery. Novel low-power current signaling driver and receiver circuits are presented, enabling high-speed communication
at a very low voltage swing over long wires. In contrast, previous
methods employed voltage sensing, resulting in higher swing,
higher dynamic power, shorter wires or slower operation. The
asynchronous current mode driver is designed to support varying
data rates, and it eliminates the need for balanced codes and busy
toggling that prevent deep discharge. The data cycle time of the
link is equal to a single gate delay, enabling 67 Gb/s throughput
in 65-nm technology. Wave-pipelining is employed also by the
asynchronous SERDES circuits, to enable such high speed operation. The link was SPICE simulated for 65-nm technology,
using wire models obtained by a 3-D EM solver. The link incurs
lower power and area relative to synchronous and asynchronous
bit-parallel communications, and these relative benefits also scale
with technology.
Index Terms—Crosstalk, current signaling, LEDR, SERDES, serial communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE performance of VLSI digital logic has increased at an
exponential rate over the years thanks to transistor size
scaling [1]. While performance of local interconnect follows
a similar trend, global wires do not, challenging long range
on-chip data communications in terms of latency, throughput
and power. High-capacitance of the global interconnect is one of
the main sources for losses over the wire, leading to a degraded
performance in terms of throughput and power. In addition, as
systems-on-chip (SoC) integrate an ever growing number of
modules, on-chip inter-modular communications become congested and the modules must turn to serial interfaces, similar to
the trend from parallel to serial chip-to-chip interconnects.
Common synchronous on-chip parallel links (multi-wire
interconnects) occupy large area, present high capacitive load
and incur high dynamic and leakage power and cross-coupling noise, especially when long-range communication is
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considered. The problem exacerbates for applications with
low-utilization (e.g., network-on-chip [2]) or with high interconnect congestion (e.g., routers, cross-bar switches [3], [4]).
The clock frequency of synchronous parallel links is bounded
by clock and data uncertainty that worsens as the links get
longer. While standard synchronous serial links, employing
clocks similar to those of a parallel links, are unattractive due
to limited bit-rate, novel high performance serial links may
provide an alternative for the parallel links.
Synchronous serial links are typically employed for off-chip
communications, where pin-out limitations call for a minimal
number of wires per link. Source-synchronous protocols are
often used for those applications [5]–[10]. A common timing
mechanism for serial interconnects injects a clock into the data
stream at the transmitting side and recovers the clock at the receiver. Such clock-data recovery (CDR) circuits often require a
power-hungry PLL, which may also take a long while to converge on the proper clock frequency and phase at the beginning
of each transmission. If the receiver and transmitter operate in
different clock domains, the transaction must also be synchronized at both ends, incurring additional delay and power. Alternatively, an asynchronous data link employs handshake instead of clocks. Traditional asynchronous protocols are relatively slow due to the need to acknowledge transitions [11], [12].
In [13], asynchronous protocols share data lines, but their performance depends on wire delays.
High-speed serial links, having data cycle of a few gate delays
(down to single gate-delay cycle), have been recently proposed
[14]–[22]. These fast links employ wave-pipelining [23]–[25],
low-swing differential signaling, fast clock generators and asynchronous protocols. In addition, these links require channel optimization to support wide-bandwidth data transmission over the
link wires. A wave-front train serialization link was presented
in [19]. The serializer is based on a chain of MUXes (similar
to [26]). The link is single-ended and employs wave-pipelining.
The link data cycle is approximately 7 FO4 (fan-out of four)
delays (3 Gb/s@180 nm). Wave-pipelined multiplexed (WPM)
routing technique was presented in [20], [21]. WPM routing employs source synchronous communication and its performance
is limited by the clock skew and delay variations. Employing
low-voltage differential pairs for on-chip serial interconnect was
discussed in [17] and [18], where data was sampled at the receiver without any attention to synchronization issues. A threelevel voltage swing was presented in [27], requiring non-standard amplifiers.
Circuits that had originally been designed for off-chip communications [5], [10] were adopted for on-chip serial link in
[16]. An output-multiplexed transmitter is connected to a multiplexed receiver, requiring clock calibration at the receiver side.
Both transmitter and receiver use multi-phase DLL circuits.
The link employs low-swing differential signaling and transfers
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Fig. 1. Serial communication link.

Fig. 2. Typical “current mode” signaling: Current mode driver, differential
channel, and voltage mode receiver.

eight-bit words. The output-multiplexed architecture delivers
better performance than input-multiplexing (down to
data cycle), but at the expense of much higher output capacitance (that grows linearly with the word-width). A fabricated
chip demonstrated an operational 3-mm link.
In this paper, we consider a single FO4 gate delay bit-cycle
serial link (Fig. 1). Previously [14], [15], we investigated a highspeed [0]serial link with voltage sensing at the receiver side.
The link employed novel high-speed serializer and de-serializer
wave-pipelining circuits. Wave-pipelining was also employed
over the interconnect wires, together with differential encoding.
Link throughput was independent of word width. The link was
found to be operational at its highest speed (67 Gb/s at 65 nm)
with up to four millimeters of length. The high bandwidth of
that novel high-speed asynchronous serial link can be traded off
for power and area, reducing the overall cost of inter-modular
communication [22], [28].
This paper describes shifting from voltage to current signaling. The high capacitance of the long interconnect is the
main contributor to signal degradation over the link. Fast
full-swing transitions result in high dynamic currents, dissipating power and causing crosstalk noise. Current signaling
offers a way of avoiding high voltage swings. Typical “current-mode” signaling methods, e.g., LVDS, are based on a
current driver and a voltage sensor using a termination resistor
at the receiver (Fig. 2). Since the receiver measures voltage
over the termination resistor using a voltage-mode sense amplifier, similar to voltage-mode signaling, such “current-mode”
methods still depend on the voltage swing over the channel,
limiting performance by high channel capacitance.
Genuine current-mode sense-amplifiers have been employed
in SRAM applications, where speed is critical during read operation and voltage swings are problematic due to sizing limitation
of the bit line drivers [29]–[31]. Similar solutions are applied to
global interconnect and are reported to dissipate less power and
achieve higher throughput than an interconnect buffered with an
optimal number of repeaters [32]–[36]. Unfortunately, the bandwidth of previously reported current-mode receivers is insufficient for achieving our target data cycle of a single FO4 gate
delay over the link.

In this paper, we present a novel genuine current-mode serial
link that enables a data cycle of a single FO4 gate delay and is
suitable for both constant rate (synchronous) and asynchronous
operations. The novel circuits support wires of nearly twice the
length of those for voltage-mode, leading to significant cost reduction. These custom circuits are applicable to SoC when implemented and delivered as hard IP cores.
The main contributions of the paper are threefold. First, we
present a high-speed LEDR-encoded wave-pipelined bit-serial differential link with a single FO4 gate-delay data cycle,
achieving 67-Gb/s simulated throughput when using 65-nm
technology over up to 7 mm. Second, we show the scalable
superiority of the serial link over standard bit-parallel links.
Third, we present novel high-speed low-power current-mode
asynchronous signaling circuits, including SPICE simulations
for 65 nm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the relative performance of serial and parallel
links. In Section III the single gate delay link is presented. Section IV describes in detail the asynchronous current-mode circuits and their performance.
II. PARALLEL VERSUS SERIAL ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION
Parallel links incur a heavy cost in terms of area and power.
In addition, the performance of a parallel link performance is
bounded by available clock rate and by clock jitter and skew,
delay uncertainty incurred by process variations in repeaters
[37], in vias [38] and in the interconnect itself [38], [39],
crosstalk noise [38], [40], and layout geometries [41]. The link
clock frequency should be sufficiently low to enable reliable
data sampling at the receiver, when the latest and earliest data
arrival worst cases are considered. We adopt the notation of
[23] and draw the delay uncertainty for source-synchronous
communication in Fig. 3. This leads to following bound for the
clock cycle:

(1)
where
and
are the max and min data delays over the
link (which are also the clock uncertainty in source-synchronous
is the one side clock skew, and
,
communication),
are the setup and hold times of the receiver flip-flop.
The data and clock uncertainty grow with the link length and
width [28], [42]. Therefore, the bandwidth of a long-range link
is more restricted than a short-range one. In order to support a
given bandwidth for a longer range, the cost of the parallel link,
e.g., in terms of required shielding, grows at a super-linear rate
with length [28].
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Fig. 3. Parallel link minimal clock cycle is limited by clock jitter and skew
and by link-length-dependent delay differences among the parallel wires due to
variations and crosstalk.

TABLE I
DATA CYCLES OF SEVERAL HIGH-SPEED SERIAL LINKS

Estimated data cycle according to reported maximal throughput and FO4
delay values from [15]
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Fig. 4. Minimal length that justifies using a serial link: at longer range, the
serial link takes less area and dissipates less leakage or dynamic power than the
parallel link [28].

also outperforms the parallel link in terms of active area, leakage
and dynamic power [28]. The relative improvement grows with
technology scaling, as shown in Fig. 4 for a single gate delay serial link [28]. The figure shows the link length at which a single
gate delay cycle serial link becomes superior to a parallel link
in terms of leakage and dynamic power (for 8-bit words, equal
clock cycle).
bit-rate and fully-shielded parallel link with
A detailed comparative analysis is presented in [28].
III. SINGLE GATE DELAY ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL LINK

Bit-serial communication links offer an alternative to bit-parallel interconnects, mitigating the issues of area, routability and
power, since there are fewer wires, fewer line drivers, and fewer
repeaters. To support a throughput similar to bit-parallel links,
several asynchronous wide-bandwidth serial link circuits [11],
[14]–[21], all operating faster than the system clock, have been
proposed. Several of the wide-bandwidth serial links are listed
in Table I according to their minimal data cycle. They are insensitive to clock jitter and skew thanks to asynchronous design. Recalling (1), the process variation contribution to the wire
of serial links is smaller than in parallel links
skew
thanks to the closer placement of repeaters and wires. Cross-talk
is also reduced when there are no multiple bits progressing in
parallel. Thus, the bandwidth of serial link is less affected by
the length than a parallel link [28].
The serial link presented in this work enables the shortest data
cycle among the designs in Table I. The high speed is enabled
by the following novel features: a wave pipelined shift register, a
transmission latch, a transition generator, split architecture, split
and merge circuits, LEDR on-the-fly encoding and decoding,
wire physical design and layout, and fast current-mode receiver
with minimal input voltage swing. All these features are described below.
Comparative analysis of parallel and serial links [21], [28],
[43] shows a tradeoff between link length on the one hand and
performance parameters such as dynamic and leakage power,
active and interconnect area, and latency, on the other hand. For
a fixed throughput, the serial link is always preferable in terms
of interconnect area and incurs less routing congestion than parallel links. For links longer than a certain length, the serial link

The proposed serial link (Fig. 1) employs low-latency synchronizers at the source and sink [44], two-phase NRZ level
encoded dual rail (LEDR) data/strobe (DS) encoding [45]–[47]
and an asynchronous handshake protocol (allowing non-uniform delay intervals between successive bits), serializer and
de-serializer and line drivers and receivers. Acknowledgment
is returned only once per word, rather than bit by bit, enabling multiple bits in a wave-pipelined manner over the serial
channel. The data over the link wires can be further encoded
differentially, inspired by the DS-DE IEEE1355-95 standard
[47]. LEDR signaling is preferred over other serial asynchronous protocols for lower power and higher rates [48]. The
D and S wires employ (fully shielded) waveguides, enabling
multiple traveling signals. On a well-designed waveguide, long
wires may carry multiple bits in succession simultaneously.
LEDR encoding is performed on the fly at the very low cost of
a XOR and a few transmission gates [14]. LEDR is a systematic
code (namely, the original data are included unchanged in the
code) and therefore requires no decoder logic at the receiver
side, saving power and latency.
The data cycle of the serial link cannot be less than one FO4
gate delay [14], [15] due to the digital logic forming the serializer and de-serializer circuits (Figs. 5 and 6, respectively),
which consist of fast shift-registers that can deliver and consume one bit every FO4 delay. The fast shift-register (SR) is
shown in Fig. 5. It comprises unique transition latches (XL).
Each XL is controlled by a differential signal C/CN and consists
of a dual-rail inverting control buffer and two separate data paths
with XLs. Each XL consists of an inverter and a (weak) keeper
that is switched off when the data bit is shifted. The differential
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Fig. 5. One gate-delay shift-register architecture with transmitter connections (Serializer) [15].

Fig. 6. One gate-delay shift-register architecture with receiver connections (De-Serializer) [15].

control lines C/CN are connected to the switches and keepers of
each XL, such that when one switch is open, the other one in the
same XL is closed, and the situation is reversed in the neighbor
XLs. SR comprises at least two parallel pipes, when even bits
are held in the bottom data-path and odd bits are held inside
the upper one. At the transmitter (Fig. 5) the data is merged at
the SR output. The input data is forked at the receiver (Fig. 6)
into the two parallel pipes before the first XL. Control transitions on C/CN propagate without stopping through the control
wave-pipeline, shifting data in the pipe. Note the double-data
rate operation: data are sampled and shifted by both the rising
and falling edges of C/CN. The control signals C/CN are generated using multi-phase clock generator [10]. The clock generator is triggered by the arrival of every newly transmitted word.
To enable high-speed operation, the SR components should be
properly sized [15].
For wide data words it is more power-efficient to partition the
SR into smaller sub-SRs operating in parallel and at a slower
rate. This partitioning helps to achieve linear dependence of SR
power on its speed [14]. The SR is partitioned down to sub-SRs
of eight data bits each.
Thanks to the partitioning (“splitter” architecture [14]), the
sub-shift registers are not required to work at the shortest data

cycle of a single gate delay, but rather at data cycles that are at
least twice longer. At the transmitter data are loaded by means
of three-state gates connected to the XL latches (see Fig. 5). The
capacitance presented by the three-state connection does not effect the SR operation since the SR is not required to work at the
highest speed. The data coming out of the sub-SRs is merged
and encoded by the Merge stage (Fig. 5, [14]). At the receiver
size, the data coming out of the line receivers are forked by the
Split stage [14] prior to being pushed into sub-SRs working at
a reduced speed. The Merge and Split stages employ a few amplification stages (horns) for transistor size matching. The horns
should be carefully laid out and contain retainers to reduce the
skew.
The maximal data rate of the serial link at its parallel interface
( -bit parallel word pushed by sender, Fig. 1) is bounded by the
time required for sending the
bits serially (namely
gatedelays) plus the time for loading the serializer and offloading the
de-serializer (several gate delays). If the total required data rate
exceeds that of the serial link, the serial link can be duplicated.
Special line driver and receiver circuits must be employed to
support the high-rate wave-pipelined communication over the
link interconnect. High capacitance interconnect incurs high dynamic currents for voltage mode signaling [14], limiting the link
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Fig. 8. Current-mode driver, channel and receiver.

Fig. 7. Driving methods of current-mode signals: (a) bi-directional currents,
I
=
I , (b) the pull-down driver either blocks one of the two currents or
generates two slightly different currents in the same direction.

0

performance. In the next section we explore novel asynchronous
genuine current mode signaling circuits and wires. The circuits
significantly reduce the voltage swing over the link interconnect
and the wires facilitate current signaling and mitigate cross talks
at very high speeds.
IV. HIGH SPEED CURRENT MODE ASYNCHRONOUS SIGNALING
A. Circuit Principles
The proposed novel on-chip communication circuit is comprised of three parts: current mode transmitter, channel wires
and current-mode receiver [Fig. 7(a)]. These circuits fit in
between the serializer and deserializer of Fig. 1. The differential circuits achieve higher speed over a longer range and
better common-mode noise rejection (CMR) than single-ended
circuits.
Several methods for differential current-mode drivers are
available, producing different types of symbols. First, one wire
may push current towards the receiver while the second wire of
the differential pair pulls current backwards from the receiver
. Second, when using only pull-down
[Fig. 7(a)], i.e.,
drivers, one wire may be pulling current from the receiver
while the second wire is disconnected, passing no current
,
. Third, both differential wires
[Fig. 7(b)], e.g.,
may be pulling currents of two slightly different values. The
driving circuit is similar to Fig. 7(b), but the voltage swings of
A/AN are reduced, affecting transistor conductivity rather than

turning them on and off. Either
or
.
The current swing is largest at the first method, reduced at
the second method, and minimized at the third one. As is
explained below, this current swing affects both link distance
and operating frequency. The differential current-mode driver
(CM-driver) in Fig. 8 draws current through either C or CN
line according to the input A/AN.
The channel wires are designed as waveguides, enabling multiple traveling signals. At signal propagation velocity of at least
c/10 (30 m/ps) on a well-designed waveguide, and at the desired data rate of one bit per 15 ps (the expected FO4 inverter
delay at 65 nm), a 1-mm wire may carry at least two successive bits simultaneously. At the planned data rate and wire dimensions, the link operates at the RLC region [49], requiring
fewer repeaters than parallel wires which operate at the RC region [50]. The lines should be placed in the same metal layer to
avoid inter-layer conductivity differences and speed degradation
of vias. No termination is employed at the line ends. To facilitate
the required throughput, high-metal (e.g., M5 and higher) wide
lines are used. Using high metal layers increases the total interconnect area. However, the additional area is small relative to the
size of multi-line parallel links. Skin effect is mitigated by line
partitioning. Current return paths are placed in the same metal
layer as the wires. We use the interconnect layout of Figs. 13 or
14 for crosstalk mitigation.
At the receiver side there are two identical but separate current mode receivers. The main concept of current sensing is to
measure input current while minimizing the voltage swing on
the channel and at the receiver’s input port (C/CN), in contrast
with typical “current mode” receivers that measure the voltage
at the receiver’s input.
The current mode receiver (Fig. 8) converts the input current into a low voltage swing signal on output Q. Inductance
in series with resistor compensates for the input and output
capacitance. Since a real inductor is difficult to achieve in silicon, active inductance can be employed (transistor and resistor
in Fig. 8) [51]. The size of the active inductance is determined
empirically to maximize output voltage swing. The receiver operates as follows. When no current is drawn by the channel and
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the CM-driver, the current though is
(defined by the receiver current source) and the output voltage at Q is maximal:
(2)
is drawn
Once either A or AN switch on, current
from the receiver through the channel, and the output voltage at
Q drops to its minimal level:
(3)
is the channel current at the receiver input. When using
the third current driving method of Fig. 7(b), is not switched
completely off, in order to enable higher speed. On the other
due to losses over the channel, mostly due to
side,
channel length, wire aspect ratio, signal frequency and wire parasitic capacitances. Additional losses may be incurred by inductance, reverse waves (no termination) and noise.
Combining (2) and (3) we obtain the following expression for
the maximal Q/QN output swing:

Fig. 9. Characteristic channel impedance frequency dependency. Based on
data from PTM [54] and (5). Drawn for constant R; L; C .

(4)
The voltage swing at output Q depends solely on , namely
the input current swing. The voltage swing grows when the
transmitted current swing grows and channel attenuation is reduced. In other words, we should expect a linear dependence of
is bounded
performance on the invested power. Note that
by the total voltage envelope over the driver transistors, the
of M3. Note also that the output Q/QN is dechannel and
signed to traverse a low voltage swing (positively biased close
to the high rail voltage). All circuit transistors operate in their
saturation region. should be reduced as much as possible to
.
mitigate the standby power
The voltage swing at the input to the receiver is minimized by
means of a very fast feedback loop consisting of M3 and M4.
Receiver input C is a virtual ground point that is ideally kept at a
constant voltage (as shown below, the achieved swing is as low
as 50 mV). The input impedance of the receiver is very low. For
fast operation the capacitance of node D should be minimized,
facilitating fast charge/discharge following voltage fluctuations
of input C. The entire feedback path from node C through M4,
node D and M3 should be faster than the bit cycle time; the
circuit simulated in this work achieved very short loop delay
by using carefully tuned nMOS transistors, as demonstrated by
the fast C and Q/QN waveforms of Fig. 17, discussed below.
The current-mode receiver circuit employs only nMOS transistors, contributing to its high-speed operation.
B. Adaptive Drive Control Circuit
The channel characteristic impedance and effective resistance
depend on signal frequency as shown in Fig. 9 and, (5), where
is the skin effect depth,
, and are the interconnect resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively
and is shunt conductance [52], [53]. Note the 50% change in
characteristic impedance value in Fig. 9. The impedance change

Fig. 10. Channel voltage/current drift due to frequency change.

between DC and high frequency values depends on the wire
characteristics (process, width and length). Fig. 9 shows a typical case, while for real implementation the impedance change
between DC and high frequency values may be different.

(5)
When signal toggling slows down or stops, the effective
frequency is reduced, the effective resistance decreases towards
its DC value but the characteristic impedance is increased. Conversely, when fast toggling resumes, the effective frequency is
increased, the effective resistance grows due to the skin effect
but the channel impedance decreases, calling for a stronger
drive. These impedance changes lead to an undesired distortion
of the channel differential signal. A typical example in voltage
mode is shown in Fig. 10; similar results are observable in
current mode.
To solve the frequency-dependent degradation problem, the
transmitter circuit is amended by an adaptive control circuit,
designed to compensate for changes in the effective channel
impedance (Fig. 11). The inverters and AND gates constitute inertial delays and control a variable load on the driver output.
The inverter chain delay is similar to the shortest data cycle
. When the input is stable (or switches slowly), the drive
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Fig. 11. Transmitter differential driver with adaptive control M11, M12 pulldown transistors provide variable load on the channel.
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Fig. 13. Link wire arranged for active shielding: D, S are LEDR code bits, DN,
SN are their inverted values. When D/DN lines toggle and S/SN are quiet, cross
talk of D/DN on S/SN is cancelled out and S/SN lines serve as shields for D/DN
lines.

When the link is not utilized, the driver and the receiver enter
a standby mode, in which all current sources are switched off.
This operation is controlled by an additional line from the transmitter. In standby mode the circuit consumes minor leakage current as described in the next section.
D. Wire Layout LEDR CM and VM Links

Fig. 12. Output amplification stage for full-swing reconstruction (here inductance L can also be placed in series to R for performance enhancement).

strength is reduced. When the input toggles fast, the AND gate
never turns on and the drive strength is increased. The driver cir,
). The
cuit is completely symmetric (
driver and receiver transistors are sized empirically to maximize
receiver output swing, and should be adapted to link length and
expected current in the link wires. For instance, in the 7 mm,
3 mA link, the transistor widths are
11 m,
3 m,
18 m, and
8 m.
The adaptive control is capable of handling fast data transients. During a long period of no toggling, the characteristic
channel impedance is high. Hence, once a new transition arrives, the first transmitted toggle of the channel may be distorted.
The adaptive control mitigates this effect because it presents a
reduced impedance to the drive at the time of this first toggle.
Shortly afterwards, the AND gate turns off and the extra load is
removed (see also Fig. 16). By that time, the channel impedance
decreases, and normal transmission continues.
C. Receiver Output Stage
As mentioned above, the Q/QN output of the first stage of
the receiver is a biased low-swing signal. Full swing must be
restored before it can drive standard digital logic (receiver SR).
The swing restoration amplifier output stage is shown in Fig. 12.
It consists of two differential amplifiers. The first amplifier unbiases the signals and the second one creates the full swing differential output. Similarly to the circuit in Fig. 8, small inductors
may be connected in series with resistors in Fig. 12 for better
performance.

To reduce crosstalk over the interconnect we take advantage
of the LEDR encoding characteristics: only one signal of D and
S toggles per each transmitted bit. When LEDR symbols are
signaled differentially, there are always two concurrent opposite voltage transitions per every transmitted symbol. In [14], a
special version of active shielding [55] is employed for voltage
mode signaling (Fig. 13). Two dummy S, D wires are added
on the sides to actively shield the D, S signals, respectively. As
noted above, all wires are laid out on the same metal layer. This
arrangement minimizes cross talk and provides shielding as follows: Each toggling wire is surrounded by two quiet wires, and
each quiet wire is surrounded by two wires that toggle in opposite directions.
Note that the structure of Fig. 13 not only mitigates the Miller
effect (crosstalk caused by capacitive cross-coupling of adjacent
wires), but it also reduces the proximity effect [52], since differential wires carrying opposing currents are separated by twice
longer distance than if they were adjacent. If the wire width and
separation are 1 m, two neighboring wires that switch in opposite directions observe a 15% effective increase of resistance
[52]. In the layout of Fig. 13, the separation of the differential
pair for LEDR interconnect is 3 m (instead of 1 m), resulting
in only 3% effective increase in resistance, namely five times
smaller.
Most of the return current in Fig. 13 passes through the differential partners. However, the dummy wires create a mismatch
and hence some of the return current passes outside this structure, constraining the maximal possible signaling speed. A balanced differential signaling layout has been adopted instead for
current mode operation (Fig. 14). The two complementary wires
of each pair are spaced wider than the minimum distance to
minimize the proximity effect [52], and the two pairs are sufficiently separated from each other to avoid crosstalk. Recall that
only one pair transfers a toggling transition at any one time in
the same vicinity. SPICE simulations based on electromagnetic
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Fig. 14. Differential pair layout for LEDR code bits D,S. Return paths are
well defined. In-pair spacing mitigates proximity effect; cross-pair spacing minimizes crosstalk.

Fig. 15. Skin effect mitigation.

solvers indicate certain advantage to this latter method. Optionally, a shielding wire may be inserted between the two pairs, as
well as on the outside of the entire structure.
Skin effects must also be addressed in the link interconnect
design. There is a tradeoff between high-data rate and the length
of interconnect: to communicate over a longer range we need
to employ wider interconnect at higher metal layers. However,
high-frequency switching causes skin effects, limiting the
current through wide lines and thus constraining performance.
Commonly, this effect is mitigated by partitioning wide lines
into wires no wider than twice the depth of the skin effect
(Fig. 15). Minimal spacing is employed between the wire partitions, and the interconnect contains merging stages along its
length at constant intervals. Note that the frequency bandwidth
considered in skin effects is related to the rise and fall times of
the signals, about 10 ps (100 GHz).
Process variations in wires and in vias may significantly affect wire delays by increasing wire resistance [38]. In order to
reduce the skew caused by process variations, the serial link
wires should be placed close to each other and should not be
interleaved with other wires. In addition, multiple via connections are essential, and minimal size vias should be avoided
when possible. Increased wire resistance directly affects the performance of the serial link and may require speed reduction.
However, since the serial link employs fewer wires and occupies smaller area than an equivalent-bandwidth parallel link, the
serial link is less affected by variations [28]. A practical approach should employ speed adjustment and possibly link trimming after fabrication.
E. Performance
The link was SPICE simulated and shown operational at
the highest speed of 67 Gb/s up to a range of 7 mm. Custom
layout in 65–nm technology and link wires 2 m wide were

used. Full shielding on the same metal layer was used, as
described in Section IV-D. Signal and shield wires were partitioned down to 0.5- m segments and there was 5 m spacing
between the signal and shield lines (layout of Fig. 14 with
shielding was employed in the simulations). RLC parameters,
obtained by Raphael-like three-dimensional field solver,1 were
employed for channel modeling. Various data patterns were
simulated, covering fast and slow data rates as well as various
bit combinations.
Fig. 16 shows circuit operation for an asynchronous input.
Slow to fast transients are enabled by the adaptive control circuit; pull-down currents through M11, M12 can be observed
in Fig. 16(c). For higher frequencies the current through the
pull-down transistors is zero.
Voltage swing at the receiver input is lower than 50 mV
[Fig. 17(a)]. The total voltage drop over the 7-mm interconnect
is less than 100 mV and is even smaller for shorter links. These
very low voltage fluctuations over the link result in very low
currents consumed for charging and discharging the parasitic
capacitances of the interconnect.
The current swing through the M3 transistor (Fig. 8) is about
1.2 mA [Fig. 17(b)]. This results in 200-mV voltage swing at
the Q/QN output [Fig. 17(c)]; a 150- resistor was used in
Fig. 8). The 200-mV output is unbiased and amplified by the
output stage (Fig. 12). Note that the S and D paths should be
placed very close to each other in order to reduce the skew as
a result of process variations. In addition, trimming of and
sources (Fig. 12) can help to optimize the performance after
fabrication.
Power dissipated by the 7-mm link was measured using
random pattern data signals. Note that the driver circuit has
no power sources; rather, it draws its current from the receiver
circuit through the channel. The total current drawn from the
power supply was shown to be constant, and on average it was
equal to the standby current. This happens thanks to differential
operation of the circuit. The total average current that flows
through the channel is similar to , 3 mA, and is about 30%
of the total link current. Peak currents are observed only at the
digital inverters at the output stage of the receiver; all other
circuits consume a relatively constant current.
Leakage power was measured by turning off all current
sources of the circuit (one in the driver, Fig. 11, four in the two
receivers, Fig. 8, and two in the amplifiers of the receiver output
stage, Fig. 12). Power results are summarized in Table II. The
receiver consumes 10-mA current. Its dynamic power is 12
mW. Leakage power is negligible relative to dynamic power.
Assuming 20% utilization of the link, the total power of a single
link is 4.8 mW. A complete LEDR communication system
comprises two current-mode links and its expected total power
is about 10 mW. The power computation for SERDES SRs
depends linearly on splitter architecture depth and word size
[14]. For 16-bit SR with two sub-SRs under 20% utilization,
the combined power of the serializer (in the transmitter) and
deserializer (in the receiver) is about 25 mW. The synchronization circuits (Fig. 1) work at a lower rate than the serializer,
driver, wires, receiver and deserializer, since they operate on
1From

Synopsis Inc., available [online] at http://www.synopsys.com
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Fig. 16. (a) Input sequence (fast, slow, slower, fast); (b) transmitter current in transistors M1, M2; (c) adaptive control currents in pull-down transistors M11,
M12: during no data or slow data current is drawn from channel, but during fast data there is no pull-down current.

Fig. 17. (a) Channel swing: input swing of 150 mV, output swing: 80 mV; (b) receiver current through resistor (M3); (c) receiver output voltage (q, qn) of 200 mV.

parallel words, and therefore their power is insignificant. Thus,
the total power of the link, when transferring 16 bit words at
35 mW.
20% utilization, is about
We have performed Monte Carlo simulations varying the
and the channel length
. These simthreshold voltage
ulated in-die process variations, as well as low voltage corners,
were found to affect mostly the first output stage amplifier of
Fig. 12. This sensitivity may be mitigated by common adaptive
trimming circuits that can compensate for process variations
and for some voltage and temperature variations.
The obtained 7-mm range is nearly twice longer than the
one achieved with the voltage mode circuits of [14]. This result
matches the expectations of relative voltage and current mode
performance from [33]. Therefore, the current mode commu-

TABLE II
POWER RESULTS

nication presented in this paper is preferred over voltage mode
channels.
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Current mode communication is more efficient than voltage
mode in terms of dynamic power. The dynamic power of voltage
mode driver and receiver of the 4-mm 67-Gb/s serial link [14]
was 18 mW (under 100% utilization). The dynamic power of
the 7-mm 67-Gb/s current mode link is 24 mW (Table II). Thus,
only 33% increase in power is required for 75% longer link.
The power and frequency of this circuit can be traded off for
link length. For example, by reducing frequency the link length
can be extended. For shorter links, power dissipation can be reduced by readjusting the circuit current sources.
Future technologies, with scaled supply voltage, may limit
the performance of the current mode link. Either speed or length
may have to be traded off. To support high bandwidth, current
mode repeaters, constructed of our line receivers and drivers,
may be required.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown for the first time that on-chip serial
interconnect can achieve a data cycle as short as a single gate
delay: the asynchronous serial link achieves throughput of
67 Gb/s. This achievement facilitates efficient on-chip communications in fast and large digital chips.
Novel high-speed on-chip serial links outperform parallel
links for long range communication. The serial links occupy
significantly smaller area, require less power and reduce routing
congestion and noise. The relative improvement over parallel
links grows with technology scaling. High-speed serial link
with data cycle of a single FO4 gate delay was presented,
enabling repeater-free communication over 7-mm distance at
67-Gb/s for 65-nm technology. The single gate delay serial
link employs two-phase transition based LEDR encoding and
differential signaling, and exploits wave-pipelining inside its
SERDES circuits and over the link wires. Novel current mode
signaling is explored for speed and range improvement. The
novel current mode circuits support fast data rate transients, enabling both synchronous and asynchronous operation. Current
mode signaling was found to be more efficient than voltage
mode, enabling almost twice longer links at the same high
speed. Novel low-crosstalk layout structures, especially suited
for LEDR encoding, were presented. We advocate current
mode asynchronous link as a viable alternative to common
long-range wide parallel links.
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